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Round Hill Seasonal Singing  
Thursday 20th December 6.30pm at the bottom of the Cat Creep 

 
Singers, musicians and all 
keen to join in should 
gather at the bottom of the 
Cat Creep for 6.30pm.  
Dress warm and bring 
lanterns (for fun) and head 
torches (to read the 
words). 
We will have the song 
sheets and have folk to 
knock on doors to raise the 
residents and tap them for 
a donation for Martlets 
Hospice. 
It should take about 90 
minutes to complete and 
be in the warm at the Jolly 
Poacher (ex Round Hill 
Tavern) for mulled wine 
and mince pies.  
You may want to stay on to 
sample what our newest 
pub has to offer.  Or call to 
book dinner with them on 
683967. 
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Spot the Location Today 
Sunnyside was once a prosperous brick built family home with panelled rooms indoors and a large 
glasshouse in the garden.  When the war came the owners moved away and the house was 
requisitioned.  Bomb damage did for the glasshouses, and the Council used the house as emergency 
accommodation for homeless families immediately after the war.  Up to 10 people per room were 
packed in, and soon Sunnyside became known as Heartbreak House.  By 1955 it was empty and derelict.  
This picture and information was taken from a 1957 edition of the Brighton Gazette, when the house was 
finally demolished to make way for – what?  It might help you to know that the glasshouses had already 
been replaced by a block of flats when this picture was taken.  The best clue is in the bay and roof detail 
of the house on the far left, which is still standing.  The answer is on page 7.

 
 
 

Unique Christmas gifts, handmade in glass in my Round Hill studio 
Visit the studio (by arrangement) until December 20th or 16 Clifton Street, where I am exhibiting my work, 11.00 – 5.00 on 1&2, 8&9 December 

Contact Annie McCabe: 07801701551; amccabebrighton@gmail.com or  www.anniemccabe.com to arrange a visit 
jewellery; glass Christmas decorations; glass bead making lessons: gift vouchers; individual commissions 
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Veolia Update 
News from the liaison group 

 Veolia established regular meetings with local 
communities in order to share their plans and 
actions with us, and receive our thoughts and 
comments.  The meetings occur late afternoon in 
their offices just west of the railway bridge in 
Hollingdean Road, and last just over an hour.   
 

At the meeting on 31st October we heard that they 
have just improved the water mist system which 
reduces smells leaking from the refuse transfer 
station.  This should reduce the degree or 
frequency of offensive smell events.  They hope 
that negotiations will be completed soon with 
providers of a new smell elimination system which 
will replace the water mist system.  If all goes well 
it should be installed before Christmas.  It works 
by circulating the air within the transfer station 
through a number of hanging cylinders which 
contain strong ultra-violet lights.   
 

The UV radiation should destroy the odour 
molecules as they are drawn through the 
cylinders.  If they have sufficient cylinders, moving 
enough air then there should be no smells to 
escape.  I asked a representative from the 
Environment Agency at the meeting if she could 
comment on the effectiveness of similar 
equipment at another transfer station owned by a 
rival company.  She said that ther had been fewer 
complaints since their equipment was fitted, but 
more time is needed to see if the apparent effect 
is really due to better control, or just the effect of 
other variables. 
 
Meanwhile some new Swedish kit will soon be 
installed at the recycling plant.  This uses filters 
and active carbon to control dust and smell, and 
may also be ready for Christmas. 
 

Dragonflies 
Before either of those things there will be some 
illuminated dragonflies installed on the east side 
of the Waste Hall early in December.  The lighting 
is by Lucid Design, who have done the latest 
lighting at the Royal Pavilion, but they will be seen 
best from the Hollingdean side. 

Local Action Team 
An opportunity for comment 

 

 

Because the Local Authority likes LATs and the 
police are committed to attending LAT meetings it 
is possible that we might get better service from 
the city if we were part of a LAT.  There are around 
40 LATs in Brighton and Hove, and they represent 
many different sizes of community, but they are all 
about crime and anti-social behaviour. 
 

The Triangle community group decided not to 
create a LAT for their area, thinking it would dilute 
their available time.  I think the Round Hill area is 
too small to support a LAT, and it would be better 
if it contained us, the Triangle, the Lewes Road 
traders, perhaps the trading estate immediately 
north of us, and even the ‘Friends of’ groups  
representing our two parks – the Level and 
Saunders park.  What do you think?  Raise the 
issue on our Yahoo site (http://groups.yahoo.com/ 
group/roundhill/) or on Twitter at 
twitter.com/roundhillsociety or just drop a note 
with one of the committee, see list on page 8. 
 
 Cleaner Streets for Round Hill  
On Dog Fouling: 
The Yahoo site has seen a lot of messages on this 
issue lately, and Ted Power has put a fine French 
poster on our website you might enjoy (web 
address on page 8).  
 

So should we design and circulate some sort of 
wity or hard-hitting window sticker reminding 
dog owners to clean up after them? 
 

If you have a good design idea or a great catch 
phrase please send it to any of the committee, 
and we will try to design the sticker for 
distribution in a future Reporter. 
 

The bigger picture: 
We need ideas and offers to make Cleaner Round 
Hill happen.  Maybe you could talk to new 
neighbours about bin days and proper sorting of 
recycling? Or just deliver a leaflet with the same 
info?  Or maybe we need a few more carefully 
sited litter bin, but where? How about adopting a 
length of fence where nobody owns the 
projecting vegetation, and keep it cut back? 
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Several residents have suggested the idea of forming 
a Round Hill Gardening Group with the aim of keeping 
the Round Hill green areas tidy, helping residents with 
their gardens and perhaps developing new planted 
areas in Round Hill. 
 

 You don’t need to be a green fingered expert, or even 
have a garden of your own, but would need to be 
prepared to give some time on one Sunday each 
month.  If you are interested in exploring the idea 
further, please contact me and I will set up a meeting 
to discuss everyone’s ideas. 
Hoping to hear from you 
Annie Rimington  
amccabebrighton@gmail.com  or text/call  
07801701551 

Local Handyperson 
 

Maintenance 
Decorating 

Improvements 
 

Mostly small  (one / two day ) 
jobs undertaken. 

 

Please ring for advice and 
estimates. 

 

Peter Meakins 
571519 / 07800519626 

 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

Shakti Stores 
Your local Premier retailer 

 

Open 7am-10pm daily 
 

Your local convenience store and newsagent 
 
 

Fresh organic bread and milk daily, large 
vegetarian and organic range, frozen food 

 
 

OFF LICENCE – great selection of good quality 
wines 

 
 

102 Ditchling Road 
Established December 1983 

Gardening Club 
Would you be interested? 

BIG BINS FOR UPPER LEWES ROAD? 

 

The Triangle community has been pilot-testing 
some big bins (communal refuse bins) for a few 
months, and now they (and those of us living on 
the north side of the Upper Lewes Road) are 
being asked if we’d like to have permanent big 
bins and do away with our own storage and put-
out arrangements. 
 

The consultation document shows new big bins in 
the road outside numbers 5 and 6, 32, 42 and 43, 
and 54 Upper Lewes Road.   
 

 
 

Bins on the pavement all week or just 5 big bins in the road? 
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Round Hill Clean-
up Report 

Neighbours and Councillors took to the streets of 
Round Hill as part of our community clean up. 
More than 40 adults and children turned out over 
October 6th and 7th to help pick up litter, paint 
over graffiti, trim overgrown hedges and clear 
road gutters around the area, starting with our 
special Cat Creep (a stepped twitten!). Ward 
Councillors Pete West and Ian Davey also showed 
their support by pitching in on Saturday 
afternoon.  
 

We wanted to make sure we actually did 
something as a community to raise awareness, 
rather than just knowing that there were these 
concerns and talking about them but not 
changing anything. We just want to make Round 
Hill a nicer place to live. It’s been a really good 
start and even people who didn’t turn up on the 
day got involved by tidying up their gardens and 
the front of their houses. 
 

Our action was supported by the Council’s City 
Clean services, who provided tools, materials and 
staff to aid the clean up. The council has also 
agreed to carry out any large jobs, such as a major 
graffiti removal and gully clearing that we could 
not manage ourselves.  
 

Maggie Fells, of Richmond Road, was one of those 
who volunteered to help. Top on her list of 
priorities was reclaiming the pavement at the 
bottom of Richmond Road from overgrown 
foliage.  She said: “Every time I come down with 
my trolley I get caught in this undergrowth. 
Getting it out of the way is really worthwhile. It’s 
nice to see the pavement and the road sign 
again.” 
 

Going onto explain why such community action 
was important she said: “Some residents seem to 
think that the council should do everything but 
they just can’t. If you look at how many people 
are here helping and the total time involved, you 
can understand why.” 
Special thanks are also due to those who provide 
refreshments following each afternoons work. 
 

The Young Reporters’ view 
By Molly Kronhamn and Ruby Vaughan 
 

It’s good that children are able to help as well. During 
the day we took pictures and asked why people 
thought it was important to help. It was fun to see 
someone filming the day too, and she showed us her 
camera and what she was filming.  
 

When we got together on Mayo Road we were given 
a broom, a litter grabber and a rake. Our job was to 
cut back the huge overgrown hedge there. It took 
over 3 hours with 15 people working hard.  
 

We asked residents how important it is to keep our 
community very clean and why there was so much 
litter around. Mainly people thought it was because 
seagulls open rubbish bags so we suggested better 
bins with lids.  
 

After a morning of hard work we enjoyed drinks and 
biscuits in the sunshine. Every time we walk on the 

wall by Mayo Road we feel proud of our hard work 

and want to do it again. 
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Harveys Brewery Trip 
An entertaining exposition of heritage – with free beer 

Tuesday 23rd October saw 18 people gather for the second Round Hill Harveys Brewery Tour.  We 
joined the West Sussex branch of the Campaign for the Protection of Rural England to be led around 
the brewery by assistant brewer Peter Yarlett, seen bottom left speaking to us in front of the wort 
boilers  - whose sweet malty steam fills the streets of Lewes on brewing days. 
 

The wort is produced by soaking crushed malt in hot water to release colour and sugars.  Malt is barley 
which has been wetted and kept warm so that it starts to germinate.  This process causes starch to be 
converted to sugars inside the grains.  After a while the process is stopped by drying the sprouted 
barley (now called malt).  Sacks of malt destined for Harveys beers are shown in the malt store, below, 
top left.  Hops are added to the wort before the boil.  Harveys pay Kentish farmers to grow hops for 
them each year, which creates a more stable supply than trying to buy on the open market.  A corner 
of the hop store is below, top right.   
 

The boiled wort is cooled and passed to the fermenters where yeast is added and a vigorous 
fermentation begins to change sugars into alcohol.  The yeast capped fermenting ale is shown in one 
of the open vessels below, bottom right.  Yeast multipies during fermentation and is harvested for 
future brews.  A little over 50 years ago a fire or a flood led to the loss of Harveys yeast, and they got a 
replacement from Sam Smiths brewery in Tadcaster.  Makes me proud to be a Yorkshireman. 
 

After the tour we were led to a damp, cold, uncomfortable room with free beer and told to help 
ourselves.  After an hour in these terrible conditions we were driven out with pointed sticks.  Some of 
us gathered in the John Harvey across the road for more beer and a hot supper. 
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It was impossible to meet at the Round Hill Tavern this year, changes were afoot there, and now we 
know it was failing and has gone.  The infant school was getting very expensive, and the Salvation 
Army at least offers adult-size chairs.  I hope no-one felt it was too far away even though it was just 
off Round Hill.  Twenty residents attended, plus Bonnie Scovell (our PCSO), Cllr Pete West and 
speakers from Lewes Road Personal Travel consultation and the Level Restoration Team. 
 
Three committee members stood down, including long-serving Jean Brennan who joined in 2003, 
and had served as co-chair, chair and secretary during her time with us.  Emma Daniel and Jenny 
Teare also left us.  They were replaced by four new members – Sandy, Cath, Penny and Shane – and 
their details are on the back page. 
 
Carol Hall, our Treasurer, reported that we we finished the year with over £4300, plus £1500 in the 
separate Community University Partnership fund, of which more below.  Annie Rimington (Chair) 
reported on activity during the year, including the NEW Twitter account for Round Hill, greater 
input to this newsletter from younger residents (Young Reporters), a short video on Round Hill and 
the ongoing saga of smells from Veolia’s refuse handling plant. 
 
In a discussion on street cleaning John, our street sweeper, got special mention as a good guy to be 
cherished.  Better waste handling by ourselves was highlighted as a way to keep the place tidier – 
using a dustbin rather than just flimsy plastic bags, putting it out on the night before collection and 
taking the empty bin back off the pavement after collection all featured.  Big bins were discussed as 
a solution, but location seemed to be the stumbling block – no-one wants one outside their own 
house (see page 4 on big bins for Triangle and Upper Lewes Road). 
 
During a discussion on travel plans for the Lewes Road we heard that under half the daily road trips 
on the Lewes Road are by car or van (18,500), the majority are by bus (35,000) and bike (1500).  
Perhaps that explains why 63% of consultation respondents wanted separate bus and cycle lanes 
on the Lewes Road, out to the universities. 
 
We also had a report on works to be started at the Level – which has now closed until next 
summer, whilst the works are carried out.  Finally there was a discussion on the idea of establishing 
a Local Action Team in the area.  LATs exist to discuss and act on crime and anti-social behaviour, 
they are favoured by the Council and the police which will help and support them.  More on this 
idea on page 3. 

Picture puzzle answer – Sunnyside was replaced by Holmstead on the Upper Lewes  
Road, with the distinctive mass concrete stairwell end wall. 

 
 
 

Annual Meeting Report  
Held on 20th September at the Salvation Army Hall 

Police non-emergency incident reporting 
When the wing mirror gets broken or the planter goes missing or you spot what might be drug dealing 
on the street report it on the non-emergency number 101 or report it by e-mail at 
contact.centre@sussex.pnn.police.uk so that the event is recorded and helps the police to build up 
data which can help identify patterns and hotspots.  It really can help the police to do a better job. 
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51 Upper Lewes Road 

Brighton BN2 3FH 

news@roundhill.org.uk 

www.roundhill.org.uk 

The Round Hill Society Committee 
Chair Annie Rimington 8 D’Aubigny Road 609086   

Secretary Rob Stephenson 51 Upper Lewes Road 673511 

Treasurer Carol Hall 36b Princes Road 687636 

Conservation Ted Power 55 Princes Road 688102 

Others Deborah French 3 Mayo Court, Mayo Road  

 Kevin Tansley 11 Wakefield Road 672648 

 Robin Morley 112 Richmond Road  

 Boo Vaughan 21 Princes Road           07971 823014 

 Sandy Thomas 47 Round hill Crescent 699152 

 Cath Kronhamn 84 Richmond Road  

 Penny Wright Bsmt 101 Round Hill Cres. 249660 

 Shane J Franks 101 Round Hill Cres.  

 

Window Cleaners 
Bishop Window Cleaning M 07939 161904 

Alan Barnett  T 606710 

Matt Cook E weatherwatchers@hotmail.com T   07940  

071302 
 

Carpenters 
Richard Simpson  W simpsoncarpentry.com M 07754 

650135 E richard@simpsoncarpentry.com 

Beacon Woodwork M 07843 247411  

E  steffan@beaconwoodwork.co.uk 

 John Mildoon M 07890 689982 
 

Gardeners  

Sadie at Plant People T 562425 M 07881 992762 

All Out Tree surgery and garden clearance. Contact  

Giles T 243026 M 07989 537828 

Bloomers Contact Sophie M 07773 984421  

E brightonbloomers@gmail.com  
 

Decorators 
Preston Decorators Princes Road M 07976 893087  

Peter Skinner T 558790/ 889964 

John Hoyle Round Hill Crescent M 07743 751665 

A & D Decorating T 241392 

J&J Decorating, f5,6 D’Aubigny Rd, M 07523 509712 

 

 
 

 

Plumbers 
Tim Packwood 88 Waldegrave Road M 07703 253740 

C R Laker 76 Rugby Road T 501006 F 507745 

Tom Thumb M 07973 551841 

Lynette Ward  Gas Safe Regd.  M 07910 763689  

T 302574    E lynette1.ward@ntlworld.com 

The Boiler Works   M 07930 877575 T 820551 

 

General 
Getafix mobile cycle mechanic T 693247 M 07928 

116037 

Auto-bodycare Car Service Centre 25 Ditchling Rise 

T 696030  

Jim Gustard Waste clearance incl trade, bulky waste 

174 Hollingdean Terr   M 07773 396212  

E   j.gustard@ntlworld.com  
 

Builders 
Earthwise Construction Greendesign, construction 

and renovation . 

W  www.earthwiseconstruction.org 

A Team Builders Ltd Plastering, damp-proofing.  

Contact Giles Walker T 385478  M 07725028393 

 

 

The Round Hill Reporter is published by the Round Hill 

Society to keep residents in the area in touch with local 

news, events and each other. We try to present a fair and 

balanced view but the opinions expressed in this paper are 

not necessarily shared by all. 

 

Please send your recommendations or warnings 

to the editor. Letters or ideas for articles are 

welcome – please contact the editor at the address 

shown above. 

Deadline for the March edition  5th Feb 2013 

 

Directory 


